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undoubtedly are still- to some extent suffering from the
evils of the dual system, the foremost of which has been
in recent years the tendency for a sick person to be treated
as if composed of two not only distinct but independent
parts, the- mind, spirit or soul being considered on an
entirely different plane from the physical organism.
Modern psychological research has, however, tended to
the diminution of this error, and has further stimulated a
sympathetic regard 'on the part of the doctors and the
clergy for each other's ministrations.
A few words in conclusion on the relationship between

the two professions.
'Every medical man endeavours to exert a beneficial

psychic influence on his patients. All the modern school
believe in Professor Osler's mixture of hope and Dux
vomica. Naturally those endowed largely with what is
called "personal magnetism" have a great advantage
in the application of this kind of treatment.
But above and beyond this the physician is keenly con,-

cerned in all influences that are likely to make for
recovery, and the "mental healer " has a definite place in
the scheme of cure, just as the chemist, the masseur, or
the nurse may have theirs. It is difficult for the doctor
professionally to concern himself with dogmatic religion.
Ele has to regard religion rather from a 'philosophical or
ethnical standpoint. It matters not whether be personally
be a devout Churchman or what Bishop Welldon has
called (I think)' a believing Agnostic; in his professional
eyes the minister of the Gospel is merely an expert in
peace of mind and a messenger of hope.

Ittbin.
MIND AND BODY.

A SMALL but highly-important essay, dealing with the
psychic treatment of the sick,' by Professor KERN, is not
one of the usual descriptions of psychotherapeatic- practice
and of clinical cases and categories, of which large numbers
have been published recently. These, as a rule, acoept the
fact that so called mental influencee, such as persuasion,
suggestion, hypnotism, etc., are capable of modifying for
good or for ill the mental and bodily states of the subjects
to whom they are applied, without attempting any searching
examination of the fundaWental question of how such
action is at all possible. Professor Kern's essay, on the
other hand, is a closely-reasoned discussion and attempt at
explanation of the one question of how the mind can act on
the body.

After a rapid historioal survey of psychotherapy, in the
course of which he traces it from its beginnings in the
mcagic of the "culture-folk" or primitive peoples-from
which medicine only became separated by Asolepiades and
later grounded on an empiric basis by Hippocrates-
through incubation or temple-sleep, exorcism, miraculous
healinge, animal magnetism, and mesmerism up to the
hypnotism of to day; and after referring to the work of
Scheidemantel (1787) on the emotions as healing agents,
and of Johannes Muller (1842) on the interaction of soul
and body, he deseribes hot the doctrine of the conservation
o energy,, which dates from 1842, appeared to deal the
death blow to mental action on bodily processes.

Concerning this, he says that an age of anatomical and
physiologioal scientific medicine does not perceive its help.
lessness with regard to mental processes, nor see that its
foundation, the law of a closed causality, is refated by
every instance of the working of the mind on the body.
Man, he maintains, is a psycho-physical unity, and it
cannot be denied that bodily conditions markedly affect
mental states, and vice versa. Common opinion, he says,
finds. an easy way out of this difficulty by abandoaing the
question as insolable, that is, by proclaiming the limiba-
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tions of human intellect and the unknowableness of the
essence of all things. Before criticizing the various
explanations which have been advanced with regard to
the mutual relations of mind and body,'and before exposing
his own 'views, Professor Kern brushes aside this doctrine
of the unknowable. Science, he maintains, cannot rest
here. Natural science, he says, is in the right in ascribing
to mental or spiritual and spaceless things an epipheno-
menal value, but in the wrong when it begins to reckon
with this epiphenomenon, and to assert its unknowable
character, particularly as mental phenomena are the ohl;y
processes of which we have immediate knowledge, being
more truly knowable than spatial and material processes
known only by the intermediation of the senses. Physio.
logy, as a part of natural science, is concerned only with
things with spatial content. To psychology, on the
other hand, the objective facts are strange and foreign,
and the chasm between them still unbridgeable, or
only to be spanned by an investigation into the
nature of knowledge. A great part of the difficulty,
he considers, has been unnecessarily imported into the
matter by way of framing the question, that is, by regard-.
ing mind and body as separate entities. Of mind, or soul,
we know nothing; we know only.mental processes, and
mind is only a concept or Denkbegriff to which we fasten a
chain of mental events. The body also is only a chain
of organic processes for whose permanent and actual
foundation we vainly seek, and whose constant connexitn
in time and spaoe alone justifies us in regarding it as a
separate entity. "Mind" and "body" are thus for u',
whatever their actual essence, secondary concepts whose
uUiting point is.to be eought, as already said, in the nature
of knowledge.

Disregarding these abstractions of mind and body, and
confining his attention to the twin series of bodily and
mental events-or, as he would say, the same series dif-
ferently rqgarded-Professor Kern passes under review and
discards, first, materialism, according to which mental
processes are the result of neuro cerebral processes; or
more cautiously, as "epiphenomena," bi-products whose
appearance belongs, if materialism be accepted, to the
realm of the marvellous: a position, he says, not recog-
nized by science to-day. He then briefly discusses and
dismisses neovitalism; then dualistic interaction theories,
according to which a conversion of physical energy into
"psychical energy" is assumed, such as is implied, for
example, in the statement that external stimuli give rise
to sensations, sensations to perceptions, perceptions to
ideas, etc., or that mental processes influence cortical
motor paths, and eventuate in action or muscular move-
ment. Such statements, he contends, cannot be reconciled
with natural laws.

Next, in very inibresting fashion, he traces the develop-
wient of the psycho physical parallelism doctrine from its
origin with Descartes and Leibnitz. This view, which is
sometimes called a hypothesis and at otbers a theory,
though it is neither, in order to furnish some sort of causal
explanation of the invariable side-to-side relation of the
bodily and mental series of events, had to assume the
existence of a divinely pro-established harmony (Leibnitz
and the Occasionalists), the necessity for which assump-
tion is frequently overlooked by the modern exponents
of this view. Although discarding this view, he
gives it importance as marking a stage in the
progress of our conception of world phenomena,
of which the next. stage was the positing of an
" identical third " between the two series; then the
view (Fichie and Fechmer) that the mental and the- bodily
series were merely the two sidos of one and the same
process; and, finally, the hypothe1sis, wich he himself
adopts, that the apparent difference between. the mental
and bodily series lies entiirely in the mode of regard -that
is, whethler spprohendcd qbjectively or subjectively by the
apprehending subject;. . .-.
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Proceeding to the exposition of this view in relation to

mental phenomena, he acknowledges that in the forefront

of any discussion lies the law of a closed natural causality,

that a pliysical cause can produce only a physical- effect;

and he further admits-even leaving out of account the par-

ticular investigations of Robert Mayer, Rabner, and Atwater

-that this law holds good for animal and human organisms

as much as the inorganic world. At the same time, and

dismissing any naive interaction theory, he firmly main-

tains there is a continual transformation of mental into

bodily processes in action during our whole life. Mental

processes, after they have become developed, accustomed,

and habitual, become automatic, and finally purely bodily

and mechanical." What, then, is the distinction between

these two systems of bodily and mental processes

According to Professor Kern, the sole fundamental distinc-

tion lies in the employment of the concept of space. The

bodily equals spacial-material, the mental equals spaceless-

immaterial; only space-filling content being regarded as

material. We have therefore not two real processes, but

only one and the same fundamental real process, which we

regard objectively, as space-filling or bodily, and sub-

jectively as spaceless,immaterial or conscious and

that is, the apparently two-fold nature of the bodily and

mental series is resolved into a two-fold ideal system or

mode of regard, and identity replaces difference.

Certainly the will moves our members, and certainly stimuli

evoke sensations, but in speaking so we continually change

from one system of ideas to the other. Expressed in purely

physiological terms the movement of our members is due

solely to changes in cerebral motbr areas and these again

external and internal excitations, mostly after a complex series

of associative and dissociative processes in the cortex, which

Latter we describe psychologically as thought, feeling, will,

Turning to the application of his theory to mental thera-

peutics, Professor Kern discusses the means or methods

of psychotherapy, the nature of their action, and the

indications and conditions for their employment. First

with regard to therapeutic measures, and accepting the

fact that psychotherapyhas as its point of application the

ideal life (Vorsteltungaleben), Professor Kern stands firmly

on the ground 'that a sharp distinction between psychic

and somatic therapy is impossible, seeing that the bodily

and mental series are at bottom identi6aJ, and that psychic

therapy must, therefore, depend on the employment of

physical means of some order or other. The sole difference

between psycho-therapy and somato-therapy lies in the fact

that the former aims at engaging and influencing the

consciousnessof the subject, whereas the latter does not.

Under therapeutic means, therefore, Professor Kern

includes all stimuli, whether of sight (writing, pic-

tures, ete), sound (speech, verbal suggestion, com-

mand, music, etc.), toucb, or smell, which are capable

of setting in activity some,> or inhibiting other, neuro-

cerebral tracts which,: either- by racial or indi-

vidual use, have acquired certain associations and

memorial or emotional values, and which, being regarded

subjectively, are conscious or mental in character. will

be observed that use, which is also the essence of recollec-

tion, furnishes Professor Kern not only guidance as to the

means of psychotherapy but also the fundamental explana-

tion -of its action; that is, it is by the employment of

definite and carefully-chosen physical stimuliwhich excite

neuro-cerebral complexes possessing marked consci6us and

particularly emotional values of service to the individual,

that psychotherapy must act.

For Professor Kern's brief discussion of hypnotic sug-

gestion in the light of his views and for the indications he

gives fo"r treatment we must refer readers to this intereslt-
ing pamphlet. ;Although Professor Kern adduces no new

facts, his exposition of his views throughout is lucid and

suggdetive, and capable of much wider application

psychotherapy than was possibl& in the brief space of his

essay. If for no other reason than thatit helps to remove

the action of suggestion from the realm of the marvellous

and to reduce it to a refined somato-therapy, though this
is the least of its merits, itdeserves the widest reading and
reflection.

SOMNAMBULISM AND MYSTICISM.
A few years ago Dr. L. LOEWENFELD, of Munich, a well.
known writer on mental diseases, published an essay on
the several forms of somnambulism, bringing them into
relation with such pseudo. scientific phenomena as clair-
voyance, telepathy, transposition of the senses, mediumship,
and so on. He has recently brought his study up to date
on the side of the occult by a consideration of some of the
more recent and striking claims of the exponents of.
spiritualism and allied forms-met with in modern medico-
psychological obscurantism. His elucidation of the con-
nexion between somnambulistic processes and the beliefs
in supernatural powers to which they have given origin in
Somnambulismus und Spirti8mU8 2 is satisfactory, and he
incidentally describes many striking cases of somnam-,
bulism. His well-reasoned and temperately-worded state-
ment of the scientific standpoint affords a valuable
corrective to mysticism in general, and in particular to
that uncritical acceptance of spiritistic pretensions.
exhibited by many whose claim to be men of light
and leading in .their own professions is apt to be too
rcadily accepted by the public. Some of these distinguished.
persons, though acutely critical in their own domains,
seems to lose all their critical faculties when they
approach the boundaries of our present knowledge. This
tendency appears to be almost ineradicable in human
nature, and forms another example of "the will to believe"
whose direction is in this case determined by a kind of
mental atavism or survival of the effects of primitive
superstitions.

NEUR&STHENIA.
IN a brief and rather diffuse discussion of the Pathogeny
of the Neurasthenic States, which has been translated by
Mr. E. G. Richards,3 Professor DuBoIs, of Berne University,
maintains that the term " neurasthenia," though rightly
indicating the asthenic character of these states, has two
drawbacks. One is that it raises the supposition that the
fon8 et origo mali is some physico-chemical alteration of
the nerves-a conception, he says, which has taken posses-.
sion of the minds of medical men. The other is that it
encourages the idea-an idea against which he protests-
of a morbid entity or a limited affection easily separable
from other graver psychoneuroses. For Professor Dubois,
neurasthenias, or neurasthenic states, as he prefers to call
them, are of mental nature, in fact psychasthenias,
forming only one group, and that not a very stable one, of
thepsychopathies, into which they merge. In classifying
the psychopathic states into neurasthenic, psychasthenic,
hysterical, hypochrondriac and melancholic, Professor
Dubois maintains that all proceed from the same causes,
their form being determined by inherited and constitutional
factors and the education of the subjects, and their classi-
fication decided by the symptoms of fatigue, exhaustion
and incapacity in the case of the neurasthenic; obsessions,
tics, phobias, etc., in the psychasthenic, and exaggerated
autosuggestibilityand a weakness of mental synthesis in
the hysterical. The basal condition in aIl these different
forms, includinghypochondria and simple melancholia, is,
he says, a primitive mental defect, a psychasthenia, spring-
ing from an original inferiority. In neurasthenic states
the ne'urasthenic crisis is merely the episodic appearance
of aningrained weakness for which physical remedies may
do something, but which, according to the author,calls
above all for mental treatment, self-education and moral
self.discipline.

2 Somnambulismus und. Spiritismus. By Dr. L. Loewenfeld. ZweiteAuftage. Wiesbaden: J. F. Bergmann; and Glasgow: F. Bauermeister.
1907. (Sup. roy.8vo, pp. 71. 2s. 3d )
SPathogeny of the Neurasthenic States. By Dr. PaulDubois. Autho

rizedtranslation by E. G. Richards. Edinburgh and London; W.
Greenand Sons.D1909. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 61. 2s.)
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